WorkerB Development Pipeline Acceleration

WorkerB decreases your team’s Cycle Time by using real-time notifications to optimize team workflows.
In more plain terms, WorkerB is automation that saves time, improves code quality and centralizes Git
updates in Slack or MS Teams. 
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Miki approved your pull request
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Pull Request is open for 5 minutes.
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Review request hanging detected 
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Run /lb pref to customize your personal
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Personal Commands

PR Assigned

When someone assigns you a PR



/lb help 

Display this help message.



PR Request Changes

When someone requests a change to your PR



/lb updates 

Display all your PR updates.



PR Commented

When someone leaves a comment on your PR



/lb reviews

Display all your PR reviews.



PR Approved

When someone approved your PR


CI Check Status

Pass/fail status update on PR

to get started!

/lb prs 

Display all open pull requests issued by you.


/lb prs long 

Display all open long living PRs.


/lb prs done 

Display all open done PRs


/lb pref 

Customize your personal notification preferences.


/lb unlink 

Unlink your current Slack user from your LinearB
user.


Team Alerts
Work at risk

Notify me about branches with more than 40
code changes and a rework or refactor above
50%.


Merged without review

Notify me about Pull requests that were merged
with no review with more than 1 changes.


Merged with basic review

Notify me about Pull requests that were merged
with more than 10 code changes, with a review
time below 20 min.


Review request hanging 

Notify me about pull requests that have been
waiting to be reviewed for more than 1 day.


Long review

Notify me about reviews that are taking more
than 1.5 days.


Daily digest settings 

Get notified daily about issues have more than
20 code changes, stuck work, and pull requests
with more than 6 comments.

